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Abstract. In annotative approaches to model-driven software product
line engineering variability annotations express in which variants
model elements are included. Although (single-variant) model transfor-
mations (SVMTs) are mature by now, they cannot process these anno-
tations. Considering them calls for multi-variant model transformations
(MVMTs) which ideally reuse existing transformations. In trace-based
approaches annotations are propagated by exploiting the information
of traces written alongside the transformation. Depending on the gran-
ularity of the trace, different strategies can be applied. For instance,
fine-granular traces record not only all source and target elements of a
rule application but list context elements. The latter have been created
in previous rule applications and are necessary for creating the new ele-
ments. In this paper we demonstrate an example in which a propagation
based on context elements fails. Contrastingly, we propose to propagate
only annotations of 1:1 mappings and to, thereafter, calculate the an-
nnotations for elements still missing one. Moreover, we introduce a new
evaluation criterion based on incremental transformations, allowing to
take the multi-variant context into account.

1 Introduction

In model-driven software engineering (MDSE) [17] model transformations are
the key technology to transform a source model (input) into a different rep-
resentation, the target model (output). While unidirectional transformations
convert a source into a target model, bidirectional transformations also consider
the backward direction in the same specification. A batch transformation cre-
ates the target model completely anew whereas an incremental transformation
applies changes made to the source model after a previous execution. In-place
transformations modify the input model itself, which, hence, is the target model.
Such transformation is always endogenous since the target metamodel remains
the same. In contrast, in out-place transformations a different physical repre-
sentation is created or modified, mostly in exogenous transformations where the
output metamodel differs from the input one. Often traces record the source and
their corresponding target elements for each rule application. Triple graph gram-
mars (TGG) [15] and comparable approaches map exactly one source element
to one target element in a correspondence graphs.
Furthermore, in model-driven software product line engineering (MDPLE) models express a set of related products based on the principle of organized reuse. The platform captures the complete functionality w.r.t. its commonalities and differences. Typically, feature models state the distinguishing factors as features. A product is derived by filtering the platform by a feature configuration, which provides each feature with a (de-)selected state. MDPLE heavily relies on model transformations in various development stages in order to automatically transfer a model to a new representation, e.g., in refactoring tasks or when transforming in between design and realization models.

In annotative approaches to MDPLE model elements are associated with presence conditions which are boolean expressions over the features, defining, in which variants a model element is visible. We refer to them as annotations. Annotated platform models typically capture the whole product line, i.e., all its variants. Therefore, we call such models multi-variant models (MVMs). Transforming an annotated MVM in aforementioned transformations results in a target MVM missing annotations which are not recognized in single-variant model transformations (SVMTs). A transformation considering annotations is called a multi-variant model transformation (MVMT). Some approaches already realize MVMTs, mostly by reusing SVMTs. Lifting and approaches with variability-based rules exploit the contents of (graph) transformation specifications. More generally, the SVMT could be executed as a black-box. Thus, annotations need to be propagated alongside the SVMT, usually, a posteriori. Trace-based approaches, primarily realize the propagation based on trace information.

In this paper we contribute a novel trace-based approach to MVMTs solely using 1:1 mappings. In a post-processing step annotations for target elements still missing one are determined from dependencies inside the target model. Furthermore, we introduce an incremental commutativity criterion to evaluate the correctness of the annotated target MVM, allowing to consider the multi-variant context in the evaluation. Applying the procedure on an example transformation, in which other approaches fail, achieves the desired behavior.

In the next section we delimit our MVMT approach from existing ones. Then, we describe an example violating commutativity and provide a solution to the problem. From the findings future work is conducted.

2 Background

2.1 MVMT Realization Approaches

Different strategies for realizing MVMTs can be roughly categorized in black-box and white-box solutions, requiring no or all internals of the SVMT, respectively.

The lifting algorithm and combining it with variability-based rules are categorized as white-box solutions. Lifting executes (graph) transformation rules with multi-variant semantics which requires to enumerate all rules for lifting the product line. Although the algorithm is defined for in-place graph transformations, it was extended to out-place transformations with a graph-like DSL.
The proposal in [18] is restricted by the same properties but is executed more efficiently. The formalism based on category theory presented in [19] relies on the contents of the transformation as well. Alternatively, in [16] ATL rules [10] are extended to support variability and converted to a normal ATL transformation in higher order transformations (HOT).

Contrastingly, black-box approaches only know the input and output of the transformation. The SVMT remains exactly the same. Annotations can, then, be propagated by applying different strategies: In [4] annotations are assigned by manually defining corresponding elements of the source and target metamodel. Thus, for each new transformation a mapping definition must be provided. In contrast, in [8] the authors "inject" annotations as preprocessor directives with a generic aspect in Xpand [12] transformations. This approach works independently of the transformation specification and the metamodels.

2.2 Trace-based Propagation

Traces are another source of information for propagating annotations. A trace-based solution [22] is rather categorized as grey-box approach since knowing the source and target elements of rule applications implicitly exploits transformation contents. We can distinguish incomplete, generation-complete and complete traces. Incomplete traces record only 1:1 mappings. If more than one element is created, only the first (most important) target element is kept. Such "trace" is similar to correspondence graphs in TGGs. Languages and tools based on TGGs, e.g., eMoflon [13] or BXtend [3], provide (at least) this level of knowledge. Contrastingly, a generation-complete trace stores all source and all target elements associated with a rule application, like the trace written by the ATL/EMFTVM [21]. Complete traces further partition the elements of the target model: an element already existing in the target model upon the (later) execution of a rule is called context element. Such elements may be needed to create new target elements and are, thus, distinguished in the trace. The tool medini QVT [9] stores complete trace as well as eMoflon in a protocol besides the correspondence graph.

In a simplified way Algorithm 1 describes how to propagate annotations based on a complete trace [22]. For each trace element, the annotation propagated to its target elements (l. 8-9) is a conjunction (l. 6) of the annotations of its source (l. 4) and its context (l. 5) elements.

For validating the correctness of the propagation, a commutativity criterion (Figure 1) is postulated for annotative approaches in [14] and for feature-oriented ones in [20]. It checks whether the result $m_t$ from transforming an annotated source MVM $m_s$ with an MVMT is correctly annotated. The MVMT consists of the reused SVMT ($t_{sv}$) and the annotation propagation. Filtering $m_s$ by a feature configuration and transforming the result $m'_s$ with $t_{sv}$ creates a target product $m''_t$ which should be equal to the model $m'_t$ being filtered from $m_t$ by the same configuration. This property must hold for all valid feature configurations.

In [22] it is shown that trace-based propagation achieves commutativity for specific transformations. Next, we demonstrate an example violating the postu-
Algorithm 1 Trace-based propagation of annotations.

1: procedure Propagate\( (te) \)
2: in \( \subseteq te \) \( \triangleright \) Trace composed of trace elements \( te \)
3: for \( te \in \subseteq te \) do \( \triangleright \) Process all trace elements sequentially
4: var \( \text{ann}_s = te.\text{getSrcAnn}( ) \) \( \triangleright \) Annotations of source elements
5: var \( \text{ann}_c = te.\text{getCtxtAnn}( ) \) \( \triangleright \) Annotations of context elements
6: var \( \text{ann}_t := \bigwedge \text{ann}_s \land \bigwedge \text{ann}_c \) \( \triangleright \) Annotation for target elements
7: for \( e_t \in te.\text{getTrgElements}( ) \) do \( \triangleright \) Process all target elements
8: \( e_t.\text{setTargetAnnotation}( \text{ann}_t ) \) \( \triangleright \) Annotate the target element

lated computational model and, thus, failing to commute. For that reason, we state the following questions:

1. To which granularity can the information of traces be helpful? Are context elements (always) decisive for the success of the MVMT?
2. Are batch transformations appropriate for evaluating commutativity?

![Commutativity of MVMTs](image)

Fig. 1. Commutativity of MVMTs.

3 Example

3.1 Setup

The following scenario is based on a benchmark evaluating bidirectional (and incremental) model transformations [1]. Since we like to rather demonstrate key ideas than to provide a complete evaluation, the models are kept small.

Let us migrate a database storing persons to one storing families. As depicted on the left hand side of Figure 2, named persons (composed of the last name followed by the first name) are registered as male or female. In contrast, the family database records families by their last names and a family references its members according to their role (mum, dad, etc.) inside the family.

The family database is created from the persons database as follows \((t_{sv})\): Each person is inserted as member in a family with the respective last name.
If there is no appropriate family, a Family element is created and the person is inserted as parent. If the family exists but the parent role is not occupied, the member will also be a parent. If both parents exist, the member becomes a child.

### 3.2 Multi-Variant Transformation

Now let us consider the example in the context of a software product line. The feature model (top left of Figure 2) consists of the optional features parent (P) and children (C). As depicted on the right of Figure 2 on instance level, the person model consists of two men with the same last name 'Smith'. Ben is annotated with the feature P since he is the father of the family, and Tom should be a child (feature C). Transforming this model with the ts_v described above, creates a Family Smith with a member Ben as father and a member Tom as son. A complete trace would record three elements as listed in Table 1. Please note: The last row states the rule application with Tom as source element. It lists the family as context element because it already exists and is necessary for inserting the member Tom as a child.

The trace-based propagation (Algorithm 1) as explained in Section 2.2 annotates the target elements as depicted in Figure 2. The member Ben and the family receive Ben’s annotation as they are both recorded as its target elements. Secondly, Tom’s annotation is the conjunction of the annotation of its source element (C) and of its context element (P), the Family.

Finally, products are derived and commutativity is evaluated. Deriving, for instance, a database containing only children, we filter both, m_s and m_t, by the feature configuration DB ∧ ¬P ∧ C. The derived source product m'_s includes
the elements as expected: only the male Tom remains. Filtering \( m_t \), however, results in a product \( m'_t \) consisting of the database only. Although this is not the desired semantic result, \( m'_t \) could still be correct w.r.t. the commutativity criterion (in the case \( t_{sv} \) creates an equivalent model \( m''_t \) with \( m'_s \) as input). Hence, for verifying commutativity, we execute \( t_{sv} \) with the product \( m'_s \) as input. The output, \( m''_t \), however, is semantically incorrect, too: Tom becomes the father of the family as from the transformation’s point of view the family and a parent are missing. Thus, Tom triggers the creation of the family and is added as father. Since \( m'_t \) and \( m''_t \) are not equivalent, commutativity is violated.

Summing it up, (semantic) misbehavior appears at three locations:

1. The annotation attached to the Family element in \( m_t \) is wrong since the family must exist as soon as any member is present.
2. The annotation of Tom in \( m_t \) might be wrong. Tom should be part of a target product whenever its counterpart exists in a source product.
3. Applying \( t_{sv} \) on the source product \( m'_s \) creates a semantically wrong target \( m''_t \).

### 4 Solution Approach

#### 4.1 Procedure

The first two aforementioned problems tackle the propagation of annotations. The new procedure should adhere to Algorithm 2 assuming all metamodels to be instances of the Ecore meta-metamodel (i.e., directed, acyclic graphs). At first, only the annotations of 1:1 mappings are copied from the source to the (main) target element. In the post-processing phase (l. 6-10), firstly, all elements missing annotations are collected top-down. For each unannotated element \( e \) the annotations of elements required for its existence (l. 7) and the ones requiring \( e \)'s existence (l. 8) are determined. The contents of the sets are discussed in Section 4.3. Then, the annotation is calculated as in line 9 of Algorithm 2 i.e., \( e \) is present if all the elements it needs are present, and, if at least one of the elements needing \( e \)'s presence exists. Finally, the annotation is set on \( e \) (l. 10).

For evaluating commutativity, batch transforming the source products results in an unintended target model (3rd problem). Therefore, we propose an incremental commutativity criterion: Firstly, the MVMT is executed as before

---

### Table 1. Trace contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rule application</th>
<th>source elements</th>
<th>target elements</th>
<th>context elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDb2FDB</td>
<td>pdb : PersonDB</td>
<td>fdb : FamilyDB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male2Member</td>
<td>bs : Male</td>
<td>sf : Family,</td>
<td>bs : Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male2Member</td>
<td>ts : Male</td>
<td>ts : Member</td>
<td>sf : Family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 Copying the annotation of the source to its corresponding target is trivially correct as the target element should exist when its corresponding source element exists.
### Algorithm 2 Improved propagation of annotations.

```plaintext
1: procedure PROPAGATEIMPROVED(τₜₑ, mₜ)
2:  in τₜₑ \ [ Trace composed of single trace elements τₑ ]
3:  in mₜ \ [ Multi-variant target model ]
4:  for e ∈ mₜ.getUnannotatedElements() do
5:    propagateBasicMappings(τₑ)
6:    for e ∈ mₜ.getUnannotatedElements() do
7:      var ann_needed = mₜ.getAnnsOfNeeded(e) \ [ Annotation of elements needed for the existence of e ]
8:      var ann_needing = mₜ.getAnnsOfNeeding(e) \ [ Annotation of elements needing the existence of e ]
9:      var annₜ := \bigwedge ann_needed \bigvee ann_needing
10:     e.setTargetAnnotation(annₜ) \ [ Annotate the target ]
```

by reusing the single-variant (batch) transformation \( t_{sv} \). As opposed to the commutativity criterion postulated in Section 2.2, source products \( m'_s \) are transformed incrementally. Thus, decisions made in the multi-variant context, e.g., a person’s role in the family, are taken into account.

![Fig. 3. Commutativity based on the improved propagation and evaluation.](image)

### 4.2 Results

Figure 3 depicts the improved example. Firstly, \( t_{sv} \) is (batch) transformed with the source MVM \( m_s \) producing the target MVM (without annotations) \( m_t \). Next,
the annotations of the basic mappings are applied. Tom and Ben alike receive only the annotations of their corresponding source elements. Thereafter, the Family still expects an annotation being calculated in the post-processing step. The element receives the presence condition $DB \lor (P \lor C)$. It is composed of the annotations of the elements needed for its existence, the database ($DB$), and of the elements requiring its existence (Ben and Tom) combined in a disjunction.

Evaluating commutativity by incrementally executing $t_{sv}$, Ben is removed and Tom’s role remains the same in $m_t''$. Moreover, filtering the annotated target model $m_t$ by the same feature configuration behaves well: the family and Tom are not removed anymore. Thus, the example now commutes.

Accordingly, the questions stated in Section 2.2 may be answered as follows:

1. In our example context elements hinder the correct annotation of target elements. Context elements may change when switching from the multi-variant to the single-variant context. Contrastingly, 1:1 mappings are trivially correct and do not require fine-granular trace information.
2. Commutativity should be evaluated based on incrementally transforming source products considering, thus, decisions of the multi-variant context.

### 4.3 Discussion

Our solution is the first step to an automatic trace-based propagation supporting the most general form of (an incomplete) trace. The two-step procedure is still trimmed to the example needing further evaluation.

The key difficulty has been moved to the post-processing step. It seems to be reasonable to combine annotations of required and requiring elements as stated in Algorithm 2. However, the definition is silent on the elements belonging to the respective sets. They must be determined from the output (meta-)model and depend on the granularity of annotating model elements. For instance, required elements subsume at least the container but might also be the types of all referenced typed elements, supertypes and operation parameters in the case complete objects are annotated. Requiring elements are at least all contained objects. Moreover, if too much elements are unannotated after the basic propagation, calculating the annotation automatically may become impossible.

Finally, the incremental evaluation is beneficial when elements are deleted upon filtering. However, if a filtered source model ($m'_s$) adds a new element or changes it differently than in the MVMT, this change will not be part of the MVM $m_t$ and, hence, of $m_t''$. Moreover, not all, though many, languages support incremental transformations in an unconstrained way.

### 5 Summary

To sum it up, we present a novel approach to circumvent problems arising in trace-based approaches to MVMT. Instead of exploiting fine-granular traces,

---

For a correct MVM, changes resulting from transforming source products should be integrated into $m_t$, which may violate single-variant semantics.
which are rarely present, we only propagate annotations of 1:1 mappings. They form part of every trace and copying them is definitely correct. Missing annotations are calculated based on already present annotations and dependencies inside the model. For evaluating commutativity we propose to perform incremental transformations on product level taking into account the multi-variant context. Applying the approach on initial examples achieves the desired result.

As next steps, we like to generalize the approach and provide extensive evaluation. In particular, the post-processing should be investigated in greater detail.
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